BOOK REVIEW
Perc, A. and Mayo, A. (eds.): Theology and Black Experience.
The Lutheran Heritage Interpreted by African and

African-American Theologians.
Augsburg Press, Minneapolis 1988. 248 pp (paperback) +R45.00
This book contains the papers delivered at the first conference of
African and African-American Lutheran theologians held at Harare
in 1986. The conference was the outcome of a dream which emerged from the reflections of Albert Pera through his involvement in
the "Black Theology Project" at the Lutheran School of Theology
in Chicago and Ambrose Mayo of the University of Zimbabwe whose
chief research interest has been in relating African Theology to Black
Theology.
Under the rubric of the general conference theme of the "Lutheran
Heritage and the Black Experience in Africa and North America,
a number of lectures were given on topics such as "Justification
of Faith and Its Social Implications, "The Two Kingdoms Doctrine
and Its Continuing Relevance, "The Theology of the Cross, "Libera·
tion Theologies" and "Theological Education and Preparation for
Ministry." Each of the fourteen papers were presented by pairing
an African with an African-American theologian on a key issue of
Lutheran Theology. The speakers included a distinguished gathering of African and African-American theologians such as Sibusiso
Bengu (Lutheran World Federation), John Pobee (World Council of
Churches), James Echols (Prof. of Historical Theology, Lutheran
School of Theology), Rudolf Featherstone (Prof. of Theology, Trinity Lutheran Seminary), Simon Maimela (Prof. of Systematic
Theology, University of South Africa), Vivian Msomi (Rector,
Lutheran Theological College, Umpumulo),· Richard Perry (Director of Black Ministries, Evangelical Lutheran Church in America)
and Judah Kiwowovele (Bishop, Evangelical Lutheran Church in
Tanzania.)
The book opens with an interesting set of papers of which the first
three could be grouped together to illustrate the flavour of the debate.
Richard Perry's article is entitled, "Justification by Faith and Its
Social Implications." In this article Perry notes how a deep
understanding of African-American history provides a strong
challenge to the traditional Lutheran emphasis of dividing justification from sanctification. He illustrates through his paper how middleclass white Lutherans have developed a narrow interpretation of
justification which has enabled them to distance themselves from
the context of the oppressed. Perry (and Moyo in a later article)
stresses that black Lutherans take the Letter of James more seriously than do white Lutherans. He argues that James was written out
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of an experience of class discrimination in the church and reflects
the protests of the oppressed. Hence he concludes, "We join with
James in saying, 'So faith by itself, if it has no works is dead.' (p.33).
Simon Maimela shows how justification by faith in South Africa has
been distorted by the Apartheid government and society. Maimela
argues convincingly that "Lutheran development of the doctrine of
justification by faith alone, it seems to me, was an auempt to answer
questions his generation raised as they tried to make sense of life
and to discover its meaning (p.35). He asserts that a fundamental
question still facing all Christians is how one can live a meaningful
life. Maimela goes on to argue that Luther's teaching was revolutionary in that a meaningful life was no longer the preserve of successful people or church leaders but was open to the weak, poor
and powerless. It is God alone who gives life and salvation and
makes the most unworthy sinners children of God. In South Africa
this understanding of a meaningful life given by God has been
severely distorted. He concludes sharply and incisively that, "In
South Africa, justification-a life of meaning and quality-is not seen
as a gracious gift from God. Justification is determined by the state
on the ground of 'natural worthiness', that is, on the basis of race,
culture and economic status... In South Africa, unconditional ac·
ceptance of other human beings is not the presupposition of human
existence." (p.39)
Rudolf Featherstone's article on "The Theology of the Cross" approaches the question of justification from another angle. He
observes that white Lutherans in America have tended to side with
the "status-quo" and "privilege" and are largely unconcerned with
issues affecting the oppressed. He argues that white Lutherans have
emphasised right-thinking (orthodoxy) at the expense of the cross
and suffering. He concludes that Black Theology and the Theology
of the Cross together provide a profound challenge to ·'status·quo"
Lutheran thinking and behaving. Among the challenges he mentions for example are that, "Black suffering and the theology of the
cross challenge orthodoxy to move beyond the posture of right doc·
trine and to become more concerned about orthopraxis." (p.54).
The reviewer was deeply enriched by reading this book. It provides
a powerful challenge and revision of certain key ways of interpreting
the Lutheran tradition. The book demonstrates a process of awakening of the Lutheran consciousness to the awareness of profound
pluralism in it's midst. For too long the white middle-class interpretation has prevailed. The book is recommended for theological
students, interested laity and scholars, both Lutheran and
ecumenical.
Rev.Mark Hestenes, University of South Africa, Pretoria.
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Heine, Susanne: Matriarch, Goddesses and Images of God
A Critique of a Feminist Theology, Augsburg, 1989.
Translated from the German by John Bowden, pp. 183,
Price unknown. (Paperback)
Susanne Heine is a professor in the Protestant Faculty of Theology
at the University of Vienna. She wrote Matriarchs, Goddesses and
Images of God as a sequel to her much acclaimed book Women
and Early Christianity - a critical account of modern biblical scholarship (Augsburg 1985). The sequel takes up some key notions which
are of particular interest to feminist theologians, for example, God
as Father and as Mother; the re-emergence of the goddess cult and
of nature worship; the historical reconstruction of matriarchal
cultures; and the feminisation of Jesus. Looking at the table of con·
tents, which includes the themes referred to above, one might be
forgiven for presupposing that this was a book on radical feminism
about replacing patriarchy by matriarchy. This is not the case, on
the contrary, Heine suggests that it was high time that the war bet·
ween the sexes was over. She believes that feminist theologians
have achieved a good deal, "From a shih in consciousness to a
change in real circumstance" (p.1). She suspects, however, that
some feminist theologians will be satisfied only with "total achievement". Utopia for women, as well as for men, will not be realised
however, this side of eternity. Heine may seem to be out of sympathy with "the women's cause" at times but this is not so. She
merely reacts against the common belief that solidarity means
uniformity. She believes that self-reflections and changes of course
are not signs of treachery to the sisterhood. Nor must pluralism be
regarded as a threat, she sees it as the only possible way of avoiding
rigid dogmatism. (p.2) She questions, for example, the wisdom of
feminist theologians who arrange services w!1ere all male elements
in language and conceptuality are eliminated: God is replaced by
the Goddess, Jesus Christ becomes Jesa Christa, the Holy Spirit
is addressed as she. Does the feminist cause benefit from these
moves? Heine suspects that it does not. She admits to writing at
times with a degree of scorn and of anger especially when she sees
the extent to which feminist theologians harm their legitimate cause
by illogical theories. She opposes isolationism since she believes
it leads to a dead end. She would prefer to engage in "second
stage" feminist theology which transcends exclusivism and works
towards a theological reintegration of the sexes. She encourages
feminist theologians to think more systematically and to discover
"complexities of nieaning. Although Heine plays devil's advocate
throughout the book she concedes nevertheless that many feminist
theologians have the same intentions as she. She is aware that the
•'scientific approach" which she advocates will be perceived by
some feminists as a 'male way' of looking at reality. But she per-
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sists in pleading for sharper thinking, great sophistication and more
honesty. She lays herself open to further criticism by attacking some
of feminism's most sacred cows. She dares to sit in judgement on
feminist theologians and counters their questions with some of her
own. It becomes clear from the beginning, therefore, that the debate
carried on in this book is not directed against the evils of patriarchy
but at the shortcomings of feminist theologies. To be more specific:
Heine concedes in her chapter on God the Father God the Mother,
for example, that it is quite in order to bring together some feminine
features of God to counter balance the on&-sided long standing tradi·
tion which stresses the masculinity of God. In the end, however,
she asks whether it is either honest or meaningful to insist on that
balance being maintained since clearly male disignations for the
divine qualities and modes of action dominate the Biblical text. God
who is all in all, she says, and who is "Wholly other" will release
us from questing for a male/female God. "Thank God, she says
"that God is different from us human beings" (p.31) She begs the
questions, however, since Christian and Jewish traditions persist
in using the male images of God to the exclusion of female images.
Heine is right, of course, when she says that God as Father is an
analogy among other analogies but it still remains the dominant image in conversation about God and in the church's prayer life. Heine
argues well but contributes little, in my opinion, to solving the dilem·
ma of designations about God.
certain feminist theologians show increasing interest in female
deities. Heine asks whether the revival of the cult of Goddesses and
the tendency to leave behind the God of the Christians and the Jews
in order to return to "an old buried tradition" in which "women
counted for something" is really in the best interests of feminists.
Heine suggests that the myths of people of four thousand years ago
are "unsuitable candidates for revival ". Heine uses several ex·
amples from Easlern mythology, from fertility and vegetation cults
to mal<e her point. She then claims that the revival of the goddesses
represent the negation of the individual, of consciousness, of
freedom of thought and action and of human personality. In other
words the arguments derived from the goddess myths can all too
easily, be turned against those who use them.
Closely connected with the cult of Goddesses is the interest shown
in matriarchy. The conviction that matriarchy once existed in history
has taken on "a programmatic character. Anyone who dares to think
that there is no historical proof for the existence of a fully fledged
matriarchal culture incurs, she says, the feminist 'anathema'. Heine
proposes that the subject be approached methodologically and with
a matter.cf·fact objectivity; that for the duration of the examination
subjective interests be put aside. She asks feminists to refrain from
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canvasing support for theses which have not been proved conclusively or from manipulating peers for the sake of "the cause.
Statement like: "If you, woman, want to be in solidarity with me,
you must share my firm assumption" (p.82) should be avoided. The
hypothesis concerning matriarchy, or indeed any other hypothesis
on the feminist agenda ought not, she says, to be accepted without
thorough critical examination. Having said that Heine refers, in a
summary way, to studies carried out on matriarchy but comes to
the conclusion, rather facilely I thought, that "on historical examination the evidence whether there ever was a matriachy proves
negative" (p.96) She does acknowledge that there were matrilinear
social organisation but these are not to be confused with matriarchy. Heine's conclusions could and no doubt will be contested. She
argues her case well but the amount of evidence she offers is not
really enough to prove conclusively that the case for matriarchy is
unfounded. In the end her being proved right or wrong is beside
the point. More important is the challenge she poses and the warning she issues to feminists. There has been too much jumping on
bandwagons; too much highly subjective research. Heine encourages intense self-criticism for she believes that feminism is
strong enough to weather it. It is for this reason that throughout her
book she consistently selects 'pet' feminist theories and attempts
to debunk the 'myths' surrounding them. Yet another example
should make that clear. Many feminist theologians react against the
concept of a male saviour. Jesus Christ was a man, God's Son invested with divine authority. The Saviour joined a hierarchy of men,
a hierarchy in which women do not appear, or, if they do, only at
the bottom of the ladder. This raises the question: Can Christ the
Son of God serve as an ideal or should there be a Jesa Christa
daughter of God? Heine points out that physical procreation by God
is a concept as alien to judaism as it is to Christianity. She makes
a case for Jesus the man. He turned everything upside down by
rejecting those things which men cling to such as power and
kingship. He chooses servanthood, humility and powerlessness. But
Jesa Christa the woman could not choose these things since she
would already have been at the bottom as a 'servant' humble and
powerless. The man Jesus takes the woman's place. In this way
God came near to the feminine in the masculine. Heine rejects Jesa
Christa, therefore, in favour of Jesus Christus.
Matriarchs, Goddesses and Images of God is a challenging and exceedingly interesting book. It is a token, if indeed one is still needed that feminist theology had come of age. Heine. in taking the
discussion beyond the war between the sexes, encourages women
to measure swords with women. Her way of showing that she is in
solidarity with women is not by condoning their shortcomings as
theologians or as thinking persons but in calling their bluff. She
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goads them into rethinking some of their presuppositions. She
challenges some of their' 'well worked through" conclusions obliging them, to go back to the drawing board to rework their theses.
This, I believe, can only be to the good. She does not always practice what she preaches however. Her own capacity to pursue an
argument is not always as logical as it could be. She writes as a
theologian yet her eclectic approach (she uses Scripture extensively
and dips regularly into philosophy, sociology and psychology) is a
mixed blessing. Heine vacillates between being authoritative and
dogmatic but in the end feminist theologians will, I trust thank her.
Heine describes her book as 'second stage' feminism. Anyone
reading it should first have a sound knowtedge of the basic principles of feminist theology. In other words it is a book for the initiated. It was originally written in German under the title
Wiederbelebung Der Gottinnen? and was ably translated into
English by John Bowden.
Prof Marie-Henry keane, Dept. of Systematic Theology and
Theological Ethics-UNISA, Pretoria.
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Boff. Leonardo: Trinity and Society. Maryknoll.
Orbls Books, 1988. X111 + 272pp.

,

Leonardo Boff, a well known Latin American theologian and very
prolific writer in the different areas of Liberation Theology, has come
with yet another great contribution to the thematic development of
Liberation Theology.
This time, Boff selects the Trinitarian confession of the Church
universal and explores its meaning for Christians who are involved
in the struggle for liberation in Third World situations that negate
the validity of the confession that God is Father, Son and Holy Spirit
by denying the humanity of the oppressed and the poor as well as
refusing them free and equal entry into the human community. This
confession is placed in the midst of this contradiction. i.e. between
the objective situation in Latin America and other continents that
devotes all resources to the denial of the truth of this confession
on the one hand and the poor who subjectively commit their lives
to its validation by struggling to assert their humanity and claiming
their right to human community. In this struggle, the faith of the poor
wishes to understand what it says to itself when it expresses this
confession at moments when it praises God. It also wants and hopes
10 be resourced and strengthened by this confession in its ethical
exislence and practice during moments of despair and defeat.
Boft contends that it is not obvious what Christians understand and
mean when they utter this confession because more often than not,
words and expressions, including theological concepts, hide more
than they reveal. Neither is it obvious that Christians understand
and mean the same thing when they make t,his confession. What
they understand and mean is bound by time and history as well as
the place which the particular confessing Christians occupy in their
society. This has led to a confusing state of affairs wherein the
Trinitarian confession is loosing its power to criticize and change
society. In this regard Boft argues that, .... .8. disunited society affects our understanding of faith; it cannot create favourable conditions for an integrated expression of the mystery of the Trinity." (p.13)
Instead it projects an image of God that buttresses its existence and
legitimizes its power relations.

It is Boff's intention with this book to find a way of restoring the critical
and transforming power of confessing God as Father, Son and
Holy Spirit, especially for the poor. the oppressed races and sexes.
In his effort he is guided by the following two questions: Can there
not be a unity in diversity? Can diversity not be a revelation of the
richness of unity? To Boft, these questions which are clearly
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religious, encapsulate the deepest problem of human society during the end of the twentieth century.
Armed with the above questions, Boff combs and ploughs through
the rich history of the formation and reform'ation of dogma in the
ancient, medieval and modern church and shows how the church
went about addressing its problems of society by means of different
understandings of the reality of the Trinitarian God and articulations
of the Trinitarian dogma. To those who would hasten to say that asking questions about this confession boarders on blasphemy, Boft
highlights a very important fact, i.e. that one has to make a distinction between the Trinitarian confession which is a product of human
and the Trinitarian reality of God. His own starting point is obviously the witness of the Bible as recorded in both the Old as well as
the New Testament which he summarizes with a quotation of
St.Epiphanius: "Unity is taught by Moses; the prophets proclaim
duality; in the gospels we meet the Trinity."(p.42) This part of the
book is followed by different ways in which the church, from the late
2nd century onwards, when large numbers of educated Christians
began to appear, interpreted the scriptural witness to the Trinitarian
reality of God.
In the following chapter, Boff deals with the "crisis of reason" which
was inaugurated by World War 1 and includes our own period in
the history of humankind which is characterized by the destruction
of the ecosystems as well as the production of totalitarian ideologies.
As a result, Boff contends, ..... we approach reality and truth not
only through logos (understanding) but mainly through pathos (feeling), not just through reason but also through the heart....." (p.112)
It is this dual approach which has led to the elevation of the plight
and the struggles of the hitherto neglected members and sections
of the human family as important hermeneutical keys in the emerging understandings and formulations of the Trinitarian doctrine. The
results are, celebration of the Father as the origin and the goal of
all liberation. The Father is also understood to be the basis of universal fellowship that encompasses all races, colours and genders. The
Son is celebrated as the mediator of integral liberation and the Spirit,
its driving force. At the end of this exercise Boff concludes that, the
Trinity is a sacramental mystery that will remain the Unknown in all
eternity, thus challenging Christians to reflect again and again on
that Reality within their concrete existence.
This book is very good, especially for theologians who are in search
of new ways of understanding the above doctrine of the Church.
by Dr. Takatso Mofokeng, University of South Africa, Pretoria.
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